Quick-Fit™ Oval Mesh Gate
With easy, frustration-free installation

1. Expand the gate in the opening
2. Hold the panels firmly in place
3. Pull up 2 to 3 clicks and then lock down

Memory Feature retains opening size

Pressure mount between rooms or doorways 26.5” to 42” wide

For use with children 6-24 months

Made in the USA

PATENT PENDING

26.5–42”
23” High
Installation Instructions:
No Tools Required

1. Extend the gate in the opening.
   NOTE: Be sure to place the gate so the locking bar is on the side of the gate that will be away from the child (Fig. A).

2. Hold the panels firmly together at the top of the gate so that the panels are unable to move (Fig. B).

3. Pull the locking bar up 2 to 3 clicks and then lock down into place.
   This should put pressure on the 4 rubber bumpers holding the gate in place (Fig. C).

4. If the gate is loose in the opening, pull up 1 more click until you get a good solid fit in the opening. If the gate is too tight in the opening, do not force the locking bar down. This could put too much pressure on the gate, causing damage to your opening, the gate or both. (The locking bar should have a slight bow.) However if the bow is too large, simply lift up on the locking bar and press the white button on the latch to reduce the width of the gate (Fig. D).

5. To open the gate, simply lift up on the locking bar and remove the gate from the opening (Fig. C).

Optional Instructions:
Measure the width of the opening where the gate will be used. While holding the gate with the locking bar toward you (numbers will be upright), lift the locking bar and slide the locking pin into the slot size. (Proceed with step 2 above.)

Care and maintenance:
To clean: Wipe with a clean, soft, dam cloth and dry thoroughly.
Do not use harsh or abrasive cleaners. Always keep the rubber bumpers clean.
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WARNING
• TO PREVENT SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH, SECURELY INSTALL GATE AND USE ACCORDING TO MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS.
• TO PREVENT FALLS, NEVER USE AT TOP OF STAIRS.
• PRESSURE-MOUNTED GATES MAY DISLODGE IF SIGNIFICANT PRESSURE IS EXERTED AGAINST THEM.
• THIS PRODUCT INTENDED FOR USE WITH CHILDREN FROM 6 MONTHS THROUGH 24 MONTHS OF AGE.
• USE ONLY ON OPENINGS BETWEEN 26.5” AND 42” (67 AND 106 CM) WIDE.
• USE ONLY WITH THE LOCKING/LATCHING MECHANISM SECURELY ENGAGED AND ON SIDE AWAY FROM CHILD.
• NEVER USE WITH A CHILD ABLE TO CLIMB OVER OR DISLODGE/OPEN GATE.
• PERIODICALLY CHECK ALL FASTENERS TO BE SURE THEY ARE TIGHT AND SECURE.
• STOP USING THIS GATE IF ANY PARTS BECOME DAMAGED.
• NEVER LEAVE CHILD UNATTENDED.
• THIS GATE WILL NOT NECESSARILY PREVENT ALL ACCIDENTS.

ADVERTENCIA
• PARA PREVENIR LESIONES GRAVES O FATALES, INSTALE EL PORTÓN CON CUIDADO Y ÚSELO SEGÚN LAS INSTRUCCIONES Y ADVERTENCIAS DEL FABRICANTE.
• PARA PREVENIR CAÍDAS, NUNCA USE EL PORTÓN EN LA PARTE SUPERIOR DE LAS ESCALERAS.
• SI SE EJERCÍA EXCESIVA PREsión CONTRA LOS PORTONES COLOCADOS A PRESIÓN, ESTOS PUEDEN SOLTARSE.
• ESTE PRODUCTO FUE DISEÑADO PARA USAR CON NIÑOS DE 6 A 24 MESES DE EDAD.
• USE SÓLO EN ABERTURAS DE ENTRE 67 Y 106 CM (26.5 Y 42 PULGADAS) DE ANCHO.
• USE SÓLO CON EL MECANISMO DE BLOQUEO Y FIJACIÓN FIRMEMENTE ENGANCHADO Y DEL LADO OPUESTO A LOS NIÑOS.
• NUNCA USE SI LOS NIÑOS PUEDEN PREPARAR O SOLTAR Y ABRIR EL PORTÓN.
• VERIFIQUE PERIÓDICAMENTE TODAS LAS SÚLICIONES PARA ASEGURARSE DE QUE ESTEN APRETADAS Y FIRMES.
• DEJE DE USAR ESTE PORTÓN SI ALGUNA DE SUS PARTES ESTÁ DAÑADA.
• NUNCA DEJE A LOS NIÑOS SIN SUPERVISIÓN.
• ESTE PORTÓN NO NECESARIAMENTE EVITA TODOS LOS ACCIDENTES.